
A basic guide to fire safety.  Part 1



Welcome

Ian Scott
Volunteer Member, IOSH Fire Risk 

Management Group

This is the first in a series of modern fire safety presentations.  

This is Principal No. 1:  ‘Understanding The Science of Fire’.



Domestic arrangements



If there is one slide to remember
It’s this one



What concerns us?

Life Safety 

Property 
Protection

Business Continuity



We have mentioned ‘Fatal Risks’…
Top risk consequences from any of these other 

hazards
Biohazards

Working at height

Extreme height

Confined spaces

PPI, vehicles and transport

Driving

Electricity for non-electricians

Fabric and structure and catastrophic failures

Lifting and hoisting activities

Operating plant

Water and open fluid facilities

Energized  & pressurized systems

Lone working

Unsupported ground

Moving equipment and vehicles

Biohazards, and the risks of ill-health to 
employees, the community or the public 
from issues such as water hygiene and food 
hygiene

Occupational illnesses resulting from 
exposure to toxic, harmful or corrosive 
hazardous substances and factors that give 
rise to conditions such as occupational 
asthma

Occupational cancer



Who are we concerned with?



Why are we concerned about fire?

1 

Fatality

2

Serious injury

31

Loss or damage events

620  Near misses

3000 Unsafe actions or conditions

70,000 -120,000 Safety observations



A nasty occupational injury



A nasty occupational injury



How do we address concerns?



The Science of Fire

The Science of Fire:  

A study of the: physics 
and chemistry, life and 
material sciences, 
technology and 
engineering, that come 
together in the transition 
of ordinary materials into 
substances that change 
their state reactively 
through burning.

Definition



How do fires occur?

What is the chemistry 

and physics behind a 

fire and the 

consequences of 

things burning?

The fire triangle



How do fires occur?

A combination of fuel, air and a means of ignition 
gives us Combustion, based on the Fire Triangle.

Oxygen and Heat are inter-related
Air = 21% O2 or you can find oxygen within chemicals

Fuel + oxygen = Products of combustion + heat

Specifically, for the simplest hydrocarbon, the fuel gas 
methane:
CH4 (methane) + O2 (oxygen) = CO2 (carbon dioxide) + 

H2O (water) + heat

We need oxygen, fuel and heat



Fuels

Solids, combustibles, paper, 

waste materials

Biological materials

Biomass, Wood, used timber, 

wood pellets (bioethanol)

Liquids, petrol, solvents

often called fire accelerants

Gases, methane, propane 

Fuel gases etc

Types of fuel include:



Means of ignition

Direct ignition
Open flame
750°C plus

Auto-ignition
Smoking materials?

(and vaping accessories now)
Electrical

And electrostatic

Heat
Mechanical friction
Electrical machines
Ventilation

Cooking equipment
Toasters, grills
Chip pans?  Possibly not popular now 
with development of oven chips!

Chemical
Corrosives, principally strong acids

Physical
Sunlight and a lens
Dust + electrical vents

Natural
Lightning
Microbiological, spontaneous ignition



The combustion process



Physics and engineering of fires



Outputs from combustion



Fires and dust explosions



Conclusions

- Remember the fire 

triangle, minimise 

fuel and sources of 

ignition.  Be tidy.

- Learn the drill, find 

the means of escape.

- Take care of family, 

friends and 

colleagues.  Help 

them with your 

knowledge and skills.

What can we take away from this presentation?

- Fire is a Fatal Risk in 

all walks of life.

- The consequences 

can be terrible. 

- NEVER ignore fire 

prevention.

- Don’t be complacent 

about fire precautions 

and NEVER ignore 

warnings or take any 

risks.  If in doubt, go!



And finally, don’t forget …
Our next presentation

11 November 2021 at 1230

Principle 2:  Fire Prevention

Ms Anne Isaacs BSc (Hons) CMIOSH, AIFireE, MIFSM, CIWFM


